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 THE WORST FARM EVER 

 

 Hi this is a story about my terrible, awful farm. Sorry I forgot to introduce myself my name is 

Vonpigfart and I'm a pig with a horrible name. But we aren't here to talk about my horrible name 

we are here to talk about my terrible farm. Ok so number 1 I HATE mud and you know what my 

owners think I LIKE it because I snort when I'm around it so my owners think I LOVE it. So 

why I hate the mud is because it gets in my ears it covers me in filth and it gets hard and stiff so 

it's hard for me to move around not to mention it gets stuck in my trotters. (which by the way if 

you didn’t know is what humans call my feet.) The second reason I hate mud is because its filthy 

and GROSS I know I'm a pig and all but this mud stuff is just plain gross. So back to more about 

the terrible horrible farm. So, one day I was out of my pen and saw my owners I went to them 

and they put a sweater that was so ugly ON ME and that’s how the time out of my pen ended. 

Now you can see how bad and terrible here. Oh yeah did I mention how bad the slop is, well it's 

terrible here F.Y.I don’t come here if you ever need slop. The farm is so bad I had enough I just 

want to get out so I made a plan here it is. Step 1 when my owners open the pen to get me slop I 

will run out. step 2 once I'm free I will find a different farm. Step 3 they will love me and take 

care of me. So that’s my plan. Oh, here's my owners "door creaks open" I'm free I made it out 

now to find a farm. Oh, here's a nice one "goes in'' oh here comes the owners right now ''two 

days later'' ok the owners love me and it turns out mud is supposed to be dirty. They also gave 

me a new sweater which I like way more. But the best part is their slop is so good well that is the 

end of that!!!   


